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About This Game

Dr.Green is a 2D retro, arcade, action platformer, inspired by games like Megaman and Ninja Senki. Take control of
the orphan Dr.Green, on his mission to save the forest and take revenge on the evil forces trying to destroy it. Dr.Green

is the debut game of Indie developer & Pixel artist Johan Aronsson and is both an evironmental statement and a
captivating story of a young child uncovering his past.

Story

One day Dr.Green awakes to find his home under attack. The forest he grew up in was under siege by workers. Their sole intent
to destroy the natural beauty of his home for profit. Dr.Green, insensed by thier actions makes a stand against them in order to
stop the destruction and save his home. Embarking upon this journey will take Dr.Green to places beyond the comfort of his

home and leads him to discover mysterious secrets surrounding his past.

Dr.Green is about fighting for what you believe in, even if things seems hopeless.

Gameplay

In Dr.Green you will experience a classic, arcade inspired gameplay. Taking control over the orphan Dr.Green you use your pea
gun, loaded with powerful seeds to take down your enemies. Since Dr.Green was raised in the forest and spent a lot of time with

its inhabitants he has learned the ability to double jump to be able to keep up. Double jump will prove to be a good quality on
his journey and a key to progress.
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Features

Controller Support (Analog & D-pad)

Rebindable keys for keyboard

Colourful pixel art graphics

Captivating double twisted story

Chiptune inspired soundtrack

Dr.Green have 8 levels in total, each guarded by a boss, more or less important to the story. All levels have a new element or a
new enemy introduced, carefully created to fit the area they are in and often inspired by previous enemies's behaviour to give

you a nice and smooth, but still, challenging experience.

The game is not created in the mind of giving the player another game to blast through. I wanted to maintain the horrible, yet
enchanting difficulty old platformers like Megaman had. Rewarding the player for getting to know the enemy, their movements,

how the levels work, finding the timers. The game is constructed in a way that everytime you game over, you do it knowing
something new about the obstacle and get you closer to the finish line.

The gameplay is not always entierly linear and there are levels that provide alternative ways to mix things up a little and also
encourage the player to try other ways to gain time or find more score.

Throughout the level you will find seeds that you can collect, these will give you score. You will also find caged animals, that
award you when freed. Depending on your final score, you will get different endings.
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Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
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Publisher:
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This game is absolutely amazing.

I do not have much to say, exept it's worth the money.

If you love a good old fighting game with a nice story and great acting, this will be the one for you.
Or your kids if they want a fighting game without all the violence seen in game like Gta V.

Legend of Kay Anniversary is the game everyone should try.. This is a great retro game. GOTY 2017 on C64! *recommended*.
I bought ESEA Premium on Steam. If i want to login the Client says that i've no premium on this Account HELP!!!!. I have to
say, this game was a very welcome surprise. The sessions can be quick or long depending on how you play and also very
different each time. The combination of roguelike, rpg, dice, and deckbuilding is amazing.

My only issues with this game is that there should be some animation demonstrations of game mechanics with the walls of text
and not just the walls of text.

My other issue is that this game is not available on mobile.

The game is easy to learn and fun to play or watch played. The strategy of game play is fair, but challenging.

Highly recommend this game.

You can watch our First Impressions of One Deck Dungeon here ► https://youtu.be/PonFXtE062w. I'm recommending this
game purely because I love the idea of an interactive musical experience and want to support new and interesting games on VR.
I'd love to see more artistic, visual and musical games. That being said, it is a bit nausea inducing because you're floating quickly
through the air without being able to control your movement. It's kind of like a floating roller coaster ride. If you could be
standing on something in-game, even like a magic carpet ride, I think that might help. In any case, I like the idea and hope the
artist makes updates to it, for example by splitting up the scenes so you can watch them individually.. very simple game.. plays
on sight & sounds for all the good fun.. untill your partner scares the crap out of you while playing :P
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Though I can't really recommend this game to anyone as it needs ALOT of work, I'm not going to refund it either.

- Development is still way too early, has potential though.
- LMB seems to be the dominate control, kept feeling like 'E' on the keyboard should open doors/interact too.
- Datapad only uses arrow keys on keyboard, another area where mouse would work better.
- Vitals go to♥♥♥♥♥♥way too quickly, seems like you drink water and eat things more often then not.
- Day/Night cycle goes by way too fast.
- Waysats, habitats, etc. seem placed too far away.
- Dust storm never went away, ended up dying from hypothermia even after trying to juggle habitat systems to conserve.
- Suit oxygen and power draining too quickly.
- Never found components for RTG, if components exist there far far away.
- Machines don't like fuses or are very picky, lost several just installing them even after slot repair.
- Component slot repair seems to be a constant factor, slots wearing out too quickly.
- Severe screen lag while viewing habitat beta status monitor, power info spammed across screen no other info shown.
- No button to 'Take All' from storage container, if more then one item exists in a stack have to enter in QTY then confirm.
- Inventory manipulation uses arrow keys on keyboard, would work better with mouse.
- Character barely jumps if at all.
- Have to hold crouch button, doesn't appear to be a toggle.
- Different camera views would be a nice touch, seems to be stuck in first person view only.
- Habitats never get a decent power charge due to the day/night cycles occuring too often.. this game is very fun and hard play it
now and i got it for free. First of all, let me just say I have no clue when or even how I got this game in the first place. Maybe I
inavertently got it during a sale, or perhaps I got it from a friend...I honestly don't know. What I do know is, Pound of Ground is
definately one of most awful and boring games I have ever played in my life.

The story/script feels very uninspired, practically to the point where it almost feels as if there isn't a story at all...mostly just
humor that feels forced and can be hard to listen to. The gameplay itself feels very bland and dull as well, considering practically
all you do is run/drive place to place to engage in boring combat with zombies with whatever weapons the game gives you
(mostly the baseball bat) and blow up the occasional generator. The pacing feels off at times, some levels are long and tedious,
while others are rushed and sloppy. Oh, and sometimes the game just crashes for no apparent reason.

Really the only redeeming factor to me is that some of the music is pretty cool, but the characters are too annoying and the
gameplay is too repetitive and gets old quickly for me to enjoy it for long. Really the only way I can reccommend Pound of
Ground is if you like to play terrible games with badly translated dialogue. Otherwise, steer clear from this one. 1.5/5.0. Just
bought this and mission one, Bush Telegraph, is so bugged that I couldn't finish it. At the first airstrip where you land you're told
to taxi to the vehicles waiting. So I went and........ NOTHING........so I circled the vehicles to try to trigger
something.......NOTHING..........so I headed to the next waypoint where there's about 30 bushes and a tree right in the middle of
the airstrip. I crashed. Luckily I had saved shortly before landing. So I landed on the road and taxied to the tent at the end of the
Airstrip and.........NOTHING...........same as the first, I then just gave up. I'll try the other missions, but so far it looks like
money down the drain....

Edit: Just tried the second mission, Sydney Sightseeing. Part of the Mission Briefing:
"Take off from Sydney's Kingsford Smith Intl (YSSY) and head northeast to the first waypoint, then follow the markers around
the harbour"

So I reached the first Waypoint, flew directly through it, and.......NOTHING.......no new Waypoint to follow. I circled back and
flew through it a second time......still nothing.

Sorry, but this addon is garbage, don't waste your money. The High Crimes DLC is pretty much a splendid and fun continuation
of the Party Hard of the original game and could be considered a mini sequel of the base game and this time with a brand no
approach to the game that still keeps that Party Hard Genocide fun intact.

The new DLC aims to capture what made Party Hard fun and challenging while mixing it up with a style of play. Ghetto still
keeps the theme of Kill them all but its not the main goal at all. Rather, the goal is to kill people to get money so you can lure
away the guard dogs protecting the drug dealer so you can in turn kill him. Police Department is dedicated stealth. Hide in
cabinets to watch the police patrol patterns while you find all the keys to get to the Police Chief. Porno is the return of Kill them
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all style but this time with a new item to use and boy are you going to need it with the amount of open areas and crowded people
in this map. I mean, there is SWAT, FBI, Camera Guards, and even a Military Guard, all of which will kick
you\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to hell and back if you don't deal with them cleverly. So make sure to take it nice and
slow when you play, don't want to ruin a near perfect run. Lastly is High Crime, a mix bag of dedicated stealth, kill them all, a
puzzle section, and a boss fight. A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing boss fight. In a stealth game. Sign me up.

While there isn't as much bright neon colors and 80's esque feels to it, this perfectly reflects the story considering that the city is
corrupted with a police force that seems to encourage crime and not care to take care of any problems anymore which is mostly
likely an effect of the Party Hard Killers toll in the base game. The music this time around however, is definitly a step up from
the base game with tracks that fit each level perfectly.

High Crimes may have a few flaws at launch, but Pinokl Games is hard at work fixing any and all bugs as quick as they can
while also offering some new content such as a local Multiplayer and a new character, coming soon. Personally, the only flaw
with High Crimes might be the price. With only 4 levels for 4.99 USD, that may seem a bit steep for some but a challenging
game really makes it all feel worthwhile. I also see the price as being a way to support the devs who care alot about their product
and want to see become great as they keep bug fixing the game while adding new content here and there WHILE working on
Party Hard Tycoon, a spin off game and maybe even Party Hard 2. Either way, High Crimes is a definite improvment over the
base came by mixing up the gameplay here and there to provide a fun, challenging, and groovy experience.. An intresting little
game but it gets old after ten min. Honestly, there are better tbs games out there.
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